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We have read with interest the article by
Monachesi et al. (1), in which the authors
assess the diagnostic performance of uri-
nary gluten immunogenic peptides (GIP)
determination to detect gluten contami-
nation of the gluten-free diet (GFD) in a
group of healthy and qualified Italian
volunteers adhering to GFD and un-
dergoing repeated dietary challenges with
increasing amounts of gluten. In contrast
to over a dozen studies from multiple
groups reporting the validity, utility, and
reliability of the GIP tests in the moni-
toring of the GFD (2), this is the first study
to date suggesting that the urine GIP test
was not reliable because of a high fre-
quency of reported false positive and
negative determinations. Although it was
not mentioned how they measured the
GIP with the lateral flow immunoassays,
they did not find the expected correlation
between the ingested gluten (10, 50, 100,
500, and 1,000 mg) and the amount of
excreted GIP, with significant negative
results for the 1,000-mg ingestion.

Considerable rates of GIP positivity
similar to these claimed as “false positives”
here have been previously reported in ce-
liac patients on a GFD (3,4). Other studies
with trained volunteers undergoing GFD
showed absence of positive excreted GIP
or few positives from identified accidental
ingested gluten (3,4). It is entirely feasible
that the positives interpreted as “false
positives” in study A were due to gluten
contamination or transgressions in the
GFD, as confirmed with the strictest study
B of the same authors. They did not take
any standard measure to back their in-
terpretation of the positive determinations
as “false positives,” for example, collecting
the foodstuffs consumed by the study
subjects and quantifying their gluten
content, as described by Sylvester et al. (4).
They could have supplied the food daily or
used the more sensitive stool GIP tests to
control the GFD of the volunteers (5).
Qualitative testing with the urine tests
should have been considered to support
the quantitative data supposedly made
with a lateral flow reader, which requires
calibration per batch. After having in-
consistent quantitative results, the capac-
ity tomeasure urine GIP should have been
confirmed using calibrators and spiked
samples in negative urine.

In study B, it is normal to find negative
GIP tests in urine when the volunteers
ingested 5 or 10mg of gluten. However, it
was not clear why they used the urine
tests to detect levels of GIP below the
manufacturer specifications which are
indicated for detection of 50–500 mg
gluten consumption.

In conclusion, the suggestions of
Monachesi et al. (1) of false positive and
negative results in their study were
likely misinterpreted, and we encourage
the authors to conduct the appropriate
controls.
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